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High Reliability Schools: 
The Next Steps in School Reform 
Take the next step in school reform in ensuring you minimise the risk for students and maximise the learning. 
Be introduced to the fi ve levels of high reliability schools and understand the concrete steps to improving 
student achievement. Discover the leading and lagging indicators and critical commitments for each level 
and receive tools to help you achieve high reliability status.

Session 1
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Introduction
Ushering in the New Era of School Reform

In industries where mistakes and errors lead to signifi cant and far-reaching consequences – such as those that 

deal with nuclear power plants, air traffi  c control towers and electrical power grids – organisations must 

adjust their operations to proactively prevent failure. G. Th omas Bellamy, Lindy Crawford, Laura Marshall 

and Gail Coulter (2005) reviewed the literature on these high reliability organisations (HROs) and explained 

that “what distinguishes HROs is not the absence of errors but the ability to contain their eff ects so they do 

not escalate into signifi cant failures” (p. 385). Bellamy and his colleagues further commented,

Karl Weick, Kathleen Sutcliff e and David Obstfeld (1999) described HROs as organisations that “take a 

variety of extraordinary steps in pursuit of error-free performance” (p. 84). More recently, Weick and Sutcliff e 

(2007) observed that “HROs work hard to anticipate and specify signifi cant mistakes that they don’t want 

to make. Ongoing attention to these potentially signifi cant failures is built into their practices” (p. 53). Th ese 

organisations have instituted systems, procedures and processes that allow them to minimise failures and 

quickly address or remedy them if they do occur. In other words, the public can rely on these organisations 

not to make mistakes and to resolve them quickly when they do occur.

Schools are not typically thought of as high reliability organisations. However, nothing prevents a school 

from becoming an organisation that takes proactive steps to prevent failure and ensure success.

Creating High Reliability Schools
A high reliability school, by defi nition, monitors the eff ectiveness of critical factors within the system 

and immediately takes action to contain the negative eff ects of any errors that occur. As early as 1995, Sam 

Stringfi eld called for the development of high reliability schools. He and his colleagues later described schools 

that operate as high reliability organisations (Stringfi eld, Reynolds & Schaff er, 2008, 2012). Th ese schools 
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have several things in common, including high, clear, shared goals; real-time, understandable, comprehensive 

data systems; collaborative environments; fl exibility; formalised operating procedures; a focus on best practices 

and expertise over seniority; rigorous teacher performance systems; and clean, well-functioning campuses.

To implement this type of a high reliability perspective in schools, two elements are necessary: (1) a hier-

archy of school factors and (2) leading and lagging indicators.

A Hierarchy of School Factors

From the 1950s to the 1980s, education experienced a wave of pessimism regarding its potential to positively 

impact student achievement (Coleman et al., 1966; Jencks et al., 1972; National Commission on Excellence in 

Education, 1983; Rickover, 1959). Many condemned schools, saying they “bring little infl uence to bear on a 

child’s achievement that is independent of his background and general social context” (Coleman et al., 1966, 

p. 325). Although this criticism shed light on areas of weakness in education systems generally, the conclusion 

that schools have no eff ect on student achievement is not valid for at least three reasons.

First, much of the research used to support the perspective that schools fail to impact students positively 

can be interpreted in alternative ways, some of which indicate that schools can cultivate high levels of student 

achievement. Second, there are many examples of highly eff ective schools that have successfully overcome the 

eff ects of students’ backgrounds. Th ird, and perhaps most importantly, school eff ectiveness research paints 

an optimistic picture of schools’ ability to impact student achievement. In fact, the aggregated research 

(including the following studies) indicates that there are clear, specifi c and concrete actions that schools can 

take to dramatically increase their eff ectiveness. 

To identify and describe specifi c factors that aff ect students’ achievement in school, researcher John Hattie 

(2009, 2012) synthesised close to 60 000 studies and found that 150 factors correlated signifi cantly with stu-

dent achievement. Although a few of these factors are outside of a school’s control, the vast majority represent 

activities and initiatives that schools can implement and cultivate to increase their eff ectiveness. Hattie’s top 

50 factors are listed in table I.1. Th ose that a school can control are shaded.
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Table I.1: Top 50 Factors Infl uencing Student Achievement

1 Self-reported grades and student expectations 26 Comprehension programs

2 Piagetian programs 27 Concept mapping

3 Response to intervention 28 Cooperative versus individualistic learning

4 Teacher credibility 29 Direct instruction

5 Providing formative evaluation 30 Tactile stimulation programs

6 Microteaching 31 Mastery learning

7 Classroom discussion 32 Worked examples

8 Comprehensive interventions for learning-disabled students 33 Visual-perception programs

9 Teacher clarity 34 Peer tutoring

10 Feedback 35 Cooperative versus competitive learning

11 Reciprocal teaching 36 Phonics instruction

12 Teacher-student relationships 37 Student-centered teaching

13 Spaced versus mass practice 38 Classroom cohesion

14 Metacognitive strategies 39 Pre-term birth weight

15 Acceleration 40 Keller Personalized System of Instruction (PSI)

16 Classroom behavior 41 Peer infl uences

17 Vocabulary programs 42 Classroom management

18 Repeated reading programs 43 Outdoor and adventure programs

19 Creativity programs on achievement 44 Home environment

20 Prior achievement 45 Socioeconomic status

21 Self-verbalization and self-questioning 46 Interactive video methods

22 Study skills 47 Professional learning

23 Teaching strategies 48 Goals

24 Problem-solving strategies 49 Play programs

25 Not labeling students 50 Second- and third-chance programs

Source: Data from Hattie (2009, 2012)

As indicated in table I.1, 46 of the top 50 factors (92 per cent) are within a school’s control.

For decades, schools have used educational research like Hattie’s to select individual factors to implement in 

their schools. For example, many schools have implemented response to intervention (RTI), the third factor 

in Hattie’s list. Other schools have implemented formative evaluation systems, the fi fth factor on Hattie’s 

list. In some cases, schools have worked to improve their eff ectiveness relative to one, two or several factors. 

While those eff orts are laudable, they represent too narrow a focus. All of Hattie’s factors need to be arranged 

in a hierarchy that will allow schools to focus on sets of related factors, progressively addressing and achieving 

increasingly more sophisticated levels of eff ectiveness.
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Table I.2: Levels of Operation for a High Reliability School

Level 5 Competency-Based Education

Level 4 Standards-Referenced Reporting

Level 3 Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum

Level 2 Effective Teaching in Every Classroom

Level 1 Safe and Collaborative Culture

Th e hierarchical relationship of the levels depicted in table I.2 has some intuitive appeal. Level 1 can be 

considered fundamental to all other levels. If students and staff  do not have a safe and collaborative culture 

in which to work, little if any substantive work can be accomplished. In essence, level 1 addresses the day-

to-day operation of a school: What are the rules? How do we follow them? What will happen when the rules 

are not followed? How do we work together to make the school run optimally?

Level 2 addresses the most commonly cited characteristic of eff ective schools: high-quality instruction in 

every classroom. Stated diff erently, school leaders must make sure classroom teachers are using instructional 

strategies in a way that reaches all students and are taking appropriate steps to improve teacher competence 

when this goal is not being met.

High-quality instruction is a prerequisite for level 3, a guaranteed and viable curriculum. Guaranteed means 

that the same curriculum is taught by all teachers so that all students have an equal opportunity to learn it. 

Viable means that the amount of content in the curriculum is appropriate to the amount of time teachers have 

available to teach it (Marzano, 2004b; DuFour & Marzano, 2011). Levels 1 to 3 are common fare among 

current eff orts to make schools more eff ective.

Level 4 moves into a more rarefi ed level of school reform, because it involves reporting individual students’ 

progress on specifi c standards. At any point in time, the leaders of a level 4 school can identify individual 

students’ strengths and weaknesses relative to specifi c topics in each subject area.

Level 5 schools exist in the most rarefi ed group of all – one in which students move to the next level of 

content as soon as they demonstrate competence at the previous level. Matriculation, then, is not based on 

the amount of time a student spends in a given course, but rather on their demonstrated mastery of content.

Leading and Lagging Indicators

In order to know what to work on and to measure their success at each level, school leaders need ways to 

assess their school’s current status, gauge their progress through each level and confi rm successful achievement 

of each level. Leading and lagging indicators are useful to these ends. Th e distinction between leading and 

lagging indicators is this: leading indicators show what a school should work on to achieve a high reliability 

level (they provide direction), and lagging indicators are the evidence a school gives to validate its achievement 

of a high reliability level (they provide proof), particularly in areas where there is general agreement that the 

school is not doing well.

Leading indicators are “important conditions that are known to be associated with improvement” (Foley 

et al., n.d., p. 2). Th at is, they help school leaders decide what to work on to achieve high reliability status 

at a specifi c level. For example, at level 1, one leading indicator is “Staff  perceive the school environment as 

safe and orderly.” School leaders can use a survey to measure the extent to which staff  perceive the school 
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environment as safe and orderly. If perceptions of safety and orderliness are very high, school leaders may 

not need to focus on that area. If perceptions of safety and orderliness are low, school leaders might decide 

to implement initiatives or programs designed to improve the safety and orderliness of the school environ-

ment. Alternatively, low average scores on particular items might indicate that an area is not important in 

the school. For example, at level 1, school community meetings and business luncheons may or may not be 

important considerations for a school. Essentially, leading indicators help school leaders identify areas that 

are important to the school in which the school is already doing well, areas that are important to the school 

and need to be addressed, and areas that are not important to the school. For areas that are important to the 

school (both those that need to be addressed and those in which the school is already doing well), lagging 

indicators can be designed.

Lagging indicators provide concrete evidence that a school has achieved a specifi c high level of performance, 

particularly in an area initially fl agged for low performance. For example, at level 1, a school where the staff  

do not perceive the school environment as safe and orderly (a leading indicator) might formulate the following 

lagging indicator to measure their progress towards a safe and orderly environment: “Few, if any, incidents 

occur in which rules and procedures are not followed.” To meet this lagging indicator, school leaders would 

have to determine how many incidents constitute a “few”. Th is number is called a criterion score; it is the 

score a school is aiming to achieve for the lagging indicator. School leaders then track the actual number of 

incidents occurring in the school and compare the number of incidents to the criterion score. If the results 

meet the criterion score, the school considers itself to have met that lagging indicator and the evidence can 

be used to validate the school’s achievement of a specifi c high reliability level. If the results do not meet the 

criterion score, the school continues or adjusts its eff orts until it does meet the score.

To design lagging indicators and criterion scores, school leaders can use several diff erent approaches. 

Th e fi rst is a percentage approach wherein school leaders create a lagging indicator that states a certain 

percentage of responses or data collected will meet a specifi c criterion. For example, a percentage lagging 

indicator for level 1 might be “90 per cent of survey responses will indicate agreement that the school is safe 

and orderly.” School leaders can use a sentence stem such as “   per cent of responses or data will

  ” to formulate percentage lagging indicators.

A second approach involves setting a cutoff  score, below which no responses or data will fall. Th e following 

is a possible cutoff  lagging indicator for level 2: “No teachers will improve less than two levels on the scale 

for each of their growth goals each year.” School leaders could use a sentence stem such as “No responses or 

data will fall below   ” to compose cutoff  lagging indicators.

In cases where a school has received fairly high initial survey responses but still wants to improve, school 

leaders can choose to set lagging indicators for specifi c amounts of growth. A growth lagging indicator for 

level 3 might say, “Survey responses regarding all students having adequate opportunity to learn will improve 

10 per cent.” An appropriate sentence stem for growth lagging indicators would be “Responses or data will 

be    per cent higher than original responses or data.”

Finally, lagging indicators can be designed around the creation of a concrete product as evidence of high 

levels of performance. A concrete product lagging indicator for level 4 might say, “Written goals are available 

for each student in terms of their performance on common assessments.” School leaders could use a sentence 

stem such as “A document or report stating    exists” to design concrete product lagging indicators.

Th e following chapters list leading indicators for each level. Lagging indicators, however, must be formu-

lated for each specifi c school by its leaders. Schools should identify lagging indicators and set criterion scores 
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that are appropriate to their unique situation and needs. In each chapter, we provide a template leaders can 

use to formulate lagging indicators and set criterion scores for each level.

Implementing Critical Commitments
After creating lagging indicators for a level, school leaders implement specifi c activities or initiatives that 

help them meet the goals inherent in the lagging indicators. For example, if a school’s lagging indicator states 

that they will average no more than one incident per month in which rules or procedures are not followed, 

and they currently average fi ve such incidents per month, they must implement activities or initiatives that 

change the current state of the school.

We refer to the suggested activities or initiatives that school leaders implement to meet their lagging indi-

cators as critical commitments. It is important to note that these commitments are based on the cumulative 

experience of practitioners and researchers at Marzano Research and the research and development work of 

Robert J. Marzano. Th erefore, the critical commitments identifi ed in this book should be considered as strong 

suggestions. Certainly a school can reach high reliability status for a given level without implementing these 

suggestions; however, years of experience have established these activities as very useful to achieving high 

reliability status for a given level. Critical commitments within each level are shown in table I.3.

Table I.3: HRS Critical Commitments

Level 5 Get rid of time requirements.

Adjust reporting systems accordingly.

Level 4 Develop profi ciency scales for the essential content.

Report status and growth on the student report using profi ciency scales.

Level 3 Continually monitor the viability of the curriculum.

Create a comprehensive vocabulary program.

Use direct instruction for knowledge application and metacognitive skills.

Level 2 Create an evaluation system whose primary purpose is teacher development:

Level 1 Implement the professional learning community (PLC) process.

Th e critical commitments for each level are described in depth in the following chapters. We believe they are 

essential to achieving high reliability status.
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Access this reproducible resource at go.hbe.com.au

Reproducible 1.2: Level 1 Long-Form Leading 
Indicator Survey for School Leaders

1.1 The staff 
perceive 
the school 
environment 
as safe and 
orderly.

Our school is a safe place. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school is an orderly place. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has clear and specifi c rules and procedures in place. 1 2 3 4 5 N

for our school.
1 2 3 4 5 N

procedures for specifi c incidents.
1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s emergency management procedures are updated on a regular basis. 1 2 3 4 5 N

1.2 Students, 
parents and 
the school 
community 
perceive 
the school 
environment 
as safe and 
orderly.

Students and their parents describe our school as a safe place. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Students and their parents describe our school as an orderly place. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Students and their parents are aware of the rules and procedures in place at our 
school.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school uses social media to allow anonymous reporting of potential incidents. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has a system that allows me to communicate with parents about issues 1 2 3 4 5 N

I coordinate with local emergency services agencies regarding school safety issues. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I engage parents and the school community regarding school safety issues. 1 2 3 4 5 N

1.3 Teachers 
have formal 
roles in the 
decision-
making process 
regarding 
school 
initiatives.

It is clear which types of decisions will be made with direct teacher input. 1 2 3 4 5 N

regular basis.
1 2 3 4 5 N

Notes and reports exist documenting how teacher input was used to make specifi c 
decisions.

1 2 3 4 5 N

regarding specifi c decisions.
1 2 3 4 5 N

Groups of teachers are targeted to provide input regarding specifi c decisions. 1 2 3 4 5 N
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R E P R O D U C I B L E  R E S O U R C E

Access this reproducible resource at go.hbe.com.au

1.4 Teacher 
teams and 
collaborative 
groups regularly 
interact to 
address 
common issues 
regarding 
curriculum, 
assessment, 
instruction and 
the achievement 
of all students.

A professional learning community (PLC) process is in place in our school. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s PLC collaborative teams have written goals. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I regularly examine PLC collaborative teams’ progress towards their goals. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s PLC collaborative teams create common assessments. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s PLC collaborative teams analyse student achievement and growth. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Data teams are in place in our school. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s data teams have written goals. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I regularly examine data teams’ progress towards their goals. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I collect and review minutes and notes from PLC collaborative team and data team 
meetings to ensure that teams are focusing on student achievement.

1 2 3 4 5 N

1.5 Teachers 
and staff have 
formal ways to 
provide input 
regarding 
the optimal 
functioning of 
the school.

Data collection systems are in place to collect opinion data from teachers and staff 
regarding the optimal functioning of our school.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Opinion data collected from teachers and staff are archived. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Reports of opinion data from teachers and staff are regularly generated. 1 2 3 4 5 N

The manner in which opinion data from teachers and staff are used is transparent. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school improvement team regularly provides input and feedback about our 
school’s improvement plan.

1 2 3 4 5 N

1.6 Students, 
parents and 
the school 
community 
have formal 
ways to provide 
input regarding 
the optimal 
functioning of 
the school.

Data collection systems are in place to collect opinion data from students, parents and 
the school community regarding the optimal functioning of our school.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Opinion data collected from students, parents and the school community are archived. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Reports of opinion data from students, parents and the school community are regularly 
generated.

1 2 3 4 5 N

The manner in which opinion data from students, parents and the school community 
are used is transparent.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school hosts an interactive website for students, parents and the school 
community.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I use social networking technologies (such as Twitter and Facebook) to involve 
students, parents and the school community.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I host virtual school community meetings. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I conduct focus group meetings with students, parents and the school community. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I host or speak at school community/business luncheons. 1 2 3 4 5 N
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Access this reproducible resource at go.hbe.com.au

1.7 The success 
of the whole 
school, as well 
as individuals 
within the 
school, is 
appropriately 
acknowledged.

Our school’s accomplishments have been adequately acknowledged and celebrated. 1 2 3 4 5 N

and celebrated.
1 2 3 4 5 N

Individual teachers’ accomplishments have been adequately acknowledged and 
celebrated.

1 2 3 4 5 N

or social media).

1 2 3 4 5 N

I regularly celebrate the successes of individuals in a variety of positions in the school 
(such as teachers or support staff).

1 2 3 4 5 N

1.8 The fi scal, 
operational and 
technological 
resources of 
the school 
are managed 
in a way 
that directly 
supports 
teachers.

1 2 3 4 5 N

1 2 3 4 5 N

1 2 3 4 5 N

I successfully access and leverage a variety of fi scal resources (such as grants). 1 2 3 4 5 N

I manage time to maximise a focus on instruction. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I direct the use of technology to improve teaching and learning. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I provide adequate training for the instructional technology teachers are expected to 
use.

1 2 3 4 5 N
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Reproducible 1.1: Level 1 Long-Form Leading 
Indicator Survey for Teachers and Staff

1: Strongly disagree 2: Disagree 3: Neither disagree nor agree

4: Agree 5: Strongly agree N: N/A or don’t know

1.1 The staff 
perceive 
the school 
environment 
as safe and 
orderly.

Our school is a safe place. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school is an orderly place. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has clear and specific rules and procedures in place. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I know the emergency management procedures for our school. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I know how to implement the emergency management procedures for our school. 1 2 3 4 5 N

My students and I practise implementing emergency management procedures 
for specific incidents.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s emergency management procedures are updated on a regular basis. 1 2 3 4 5 N

1.2 Students, 
parents and 
the school 
community 
perceive 
the school 
environment 
as safe and 
orderly.

Students and their parents describe our school as a safe place. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Students and their parents describe our school as an orderly place. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Students and their parents are aware of the rules and procedures in place at our 
school.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school uses social media to allow anonymous reporting of potential 
incidents.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has a system that allows school leaders to communicate with parents 
about issues regarding school safety (for example, a school call-out system).

1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders coordinate with emergency services agencies regarding school 
safety issues.

1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders engage parents and the school community regarding school 
safety issues.

1 2 3 4 5 N

1.3 Teachers 
have formal 
roles in the 
decision-
making process 
regarding 
school 
initiatives.

It is clear which types of decisions will be made with direct teacher input. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Techniques and systems are in place to collect data and information from 
teachers on a regular basis.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Notes and reports exist documenting how teacher input was used to make 
specific decisions.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Electronic tools (for example, online survey tools) are used to collect teachers’ 
opinions regarding specific decisions.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Groups of teachers are targeted to provide input regarding specific decisions. 1 2 3 4 5 N

page 1 of 3
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1.4 Teacher 
teams and 
collaborative 
groups 
regularly 
interact to 
address 
common issues 
regarding 
curriculum, 
assessment, 
instruction 
and the 
achievement of 
all students.

A professional learning community (PLC) process is in place in our school. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s PLC collaborative teams have written goals. 1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders regularly examine PLC collaborative teams’ progress towards 
their goals.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s PLC collaborative teams create common assessments. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s PLC collaborative teams analyse student achievement and growth. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Data teams are in place in our school. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s data teams have written goals. 1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders regularly examine data teams’ progress towards their goals. 1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders collect and review minutes and notes from PLC collaborative 
team and data team meetings to ensure that teams are focusing on student 
achievement.

1 2 3 4 5 N

1.5 Teachers 
and staff have 
formal ways to 
provide input 
regarding 
the optimal 
functioning of 
the school.

Data collection systems are in place to collect opinion data from teachers and 
staff regarding the optimal functioning of our school.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Opinion data collected from teachers and staff are archived. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Reports of opinion data from teachers and staff are regularly generated. 1 2 3 4 5 N

The manner in which opinion data from teachers and staff are used is 
transparent.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school improvement team regularly provides input and feedback about our 
school’s improvement plan.

1 2 3 4 5 N

1.6 Students, 
parents and 
the school 
community 
have formal 
ways to 
provide input 
regarding 
the optimal 
functioning of 
the school.

Data collection systems are in place to collect opinion data from students, 
parents and the school community regarding the optimal functioning of our 
school.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Opinion data collected from students, parents and the school community are 
archived.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Reports of opinion data from students, parents and the school community are 
regularly generated.

1 2 3 4 5 N

The manner in which opinion data from students, parents and the school 
community are used is transparent.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school hosts an interactive website for students, parents and the school 
community.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I use social networking technologies (such as Twitter and Facebook) to involve 
students, parents and the school community.

1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders host virtual school community meetings. 1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders conduct focus group meetings with students, parents and the 
school community.

1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders host or speak at school community/business luncheons. 1 2 3 4 5 N
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1.7 The success 
of the whole 
school, as well 
as individuals 
within the 
school, is 
appropriately 
acknowledged.

Our school’s accomplishments have been adequately acknowledged and 
celebrated.

1 2 3 4 5 N

My team’s or department’s accomplishments have been adequately 
acknowledged and celebrated.

1 2 3 4 5 N

My individual accomplishments have been adequately acknowledged and 
celebrated.

1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders acknowledge and celebrate individual accomplishments, teacher-
team or department accomplishments and whole-school accomplishments in a 
variety of ways (for example, through staff celebrations, newsletters to parents, 
announcements, the school website or social media).

1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders regularly celebrate the successes of individuals in a variety of 
positions in the school (such as teachers or support staff).

1 2 3 4 5 N

1.8 The fiscal, 
operational and 
technological 
resources of 
the school 
are managed 
in a way 
that directly 
supports 
teachers.

I have adequate resources to teach effectively. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I have adequate time to teach effectively. 1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders develop, submit and implement detailed budgets. 1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders successfully access and leverage a variety of fiscal resources 
(such as grants).

1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders manage time to maximise a focus on instruction. 1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders direct the use of technology to improve teaching and learning. 1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders provide adequate training for the instructional technology 
teachers are expected to use.

1 2 3 4 5 N

page 3 of 3
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Access this reproducible resource at go.hbe.com.au

Reproducible 2.2: Level 2 Long-Form Leading 
Indicator Survey for School Leaders

2.1 The 
school leader 
communicates a 
clear vision as to 
how instruction 
should be 
addressed in 
the school.

Teacher leaders and I have developed a written document articulating our 
schoolwide framework for instruction.

1 2 3 4 5 N

New teachers have professional learning opportunities to learn about our 
schoolwide framework for instruction.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I can describe the major components of our schoolwide framework for 
instruction.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I limit the number of new initiatives, prioritising those related to our schoolwide 
framework for instruction.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has a common language for talking about teaching and instruction. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I use our schoolwide language of instruction in staff and department meetings. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I use our schoolwide language of instruction during PLC meetings. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I use our schoolwide language of instruction in informal conversations. 1 2 3 4 5 N

2.2 Support 
is provided 
to teachers 
to continually 
enhance their 
pedagogical 
skills through 
refl ection and 
professional 
growth plans.

Teachers have written statements of their instructional growth goals. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Teachers keep track of their progress on their instructional growth goals. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I meet with teachers to discuss their instructional growth goals. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Teachers can describe their progress on their instructional growth goals. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has a new-teacher induction program. 1 2 3 4 5 N

There is a system in place to evaluate and revise our new-teacher induction 
program.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I can provide feedback, growth plans and evidence of support for any struggling 
teachers.

1 2 3 4 5 N

2.3 Predominant 
instructional 
practices 
throughout 
the school are 
known and 
monitored.

Data from walkthroughs at our school are aggregated to show our school’s 
predominant instructional practices.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I can describe our school’s predominant instructional practices. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Teachers can describe our school’s predominant instructional practices. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I give teachers forthright feedback about their instructional practices. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I can describe effective practices and problems of practice in our school. 1 2 3 4 5 N
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Access this reproducible resource at go.hbe.com.au

2.4 Teachers are 
provided with 
clear, ongoing 
feedback 
on their 
pedagogical 
strengths and 
weaknesses 
that is based 
on multiple 
sources of data 
and is consistent 
with student 
achievement 
data.

I use highly specifi c rubrics to give teachers accurate feedback about their 
pedagogical strengths and weaknesses.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I use multiple sources of information to give teachers feedback, including direct 
observation, teacher self-refl ections, video analysis, student reports and peer 
feedback from other teachers.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I regularly talk to teachers about the data I have collected for them. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I observe teachers frequently. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I give teachers feedback frequently. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Teachers can explain which of their instructional strategies have the strongest 
and weakest relationships to student achievement.

1 2 3 4 5 N

2.5 Teachers are 
provided with 
job-embedded 
professional 
learning that 
is directly 
related to their 
instructional 
growth goals.

Online professional learning courses and resources that are relevant to teachers’ 
instructional growth goals are available to them.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Teacher-led professional learning relevant to teachers’ instructional growth goals 
is available to them.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Instructional coaching relevant to teachers’ instructional growth goals is available 
to them.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I collect data about how effective professional learning is in improving teacher 
practices.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Teachers can describe how the available professional learning supports 
achievement of their instructional growth goals.

1 2 3 4 5 N

2.6 Teachers 
have 
opportunities 
to observe and 
discuss effective 
teaching.

Teachers have opportunities to engage in instructional rounds. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Teachers have opportunities to view and discuss video examples of effective 
teaching.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Teachers have regular times to meet with other teachers to discuss effective 
instructional practices (for example, lesson study).

1 2 3 4 5 N

Teachers have opportunities to observe and discuss effective teaching via 
technology (for example, virtual coaching or online discussions).

1 2 3 4 5 N

We regularly discuss instructional practices at staff and department meetings. 1 2 3 4 5 N

We regularly view and discuss video examples of effective teaching at staff and 
department meetings.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I make information available about teachers’ participation in opportunities to 
observe and discuss effective teaching.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I make information available about teachers’ participation in virtual discussions 
about effective teaching.

1 2 3 4 5 N
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Reproducible 2.1: Level 2 Long-Form Leading 
Indicator Survey for Teachers and Staff

1: Strongly disagree 2: Disagree 3: Neither disagree nor agree

4: Agree 5: Strongly agree N: N/A or don’t know

2.1 The 
school leader 
communicates a 
clear vision as to 
how instruction 
should be 
addressed in 
the school.

School leaders and teacher leaders have developed a written document articulating 
our schoolwide framework for instruction.

1 2 3 4 5 N

New teachers have professional learning opportunities to learn about our 
schoolwide framework for instruction.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I can describe the major components of our schoolwide framework for instruction. 1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders limit the number of new initiatives, prioritising those related to our 
schoolwide framework for instruction.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has a common language for talking about teaching and instruction. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I use our schoolwide language of instruction in staff and department meetings. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I use our schoolwide language of instruction during PLC meetings. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I use our schoolwide language of instruction in informal conversations. 1 2 3 4 5 N

2.2 Support 
is provided 
to teachers 
to continually 
enhance their 
pedagogical 
skills through 
reflection and 
professional 
growth plans.

I have written statements of my instructional growth goals. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I keep track of my progress on my instructional growth goals. 1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders meet with me to discuss my instructional growth goals. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I can describe my progress on my instructional growth goals. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has a new-teacher induction program. 1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders have a system in place to evaluate and revise our new-teacher 
induction program.

1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders retain effective teachers. 1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders can provide feedback, growth plans and evidence of support for any 
struggling teachers.

1 2 3 4 5 N

2.3 Predominant 
instructional 
practices 
throughout 
the school are 
known and 
monitored.

Data from walkthroughs at our school are aggregated to show our school’s 
predominant instructional practices.

1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders can describe our school’s predominant instructional practices. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I can describe our school’s predominant instructional practices. 1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders give me forthright feedback about my instructional practices. 1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders can describe effective practices and problems of practice in our school. 1 2 3 4 5 N

page 1 of 2
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2.4 Teachers are 
provided with 
clear, ongoing 
feedback on 
their pedagogical 
strengths and 
weaknesses 
that is based 
on multiple 
sources of data 
and is consistent 
with student 
achievement 
data.

School leaders use highly specific rubrics to give me accurate feedback about my 
pedagogical strengths and weaknesses.

1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders use multiple sources of information to give me feedback, including 
direct observation, teacher self-reflections, video analysis, student reports and peer 
feedback from other teachers.

1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders regularly talk to me about the evaluation data they have collected 
for me.

1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders observe me frequently. 1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders give me feedback frequently. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I can explain which of my instructional strategies have the strongest and weakest 
relationships to student achievement.

1 2 3 4 5 N

2.5 Teachers are 
provided with 
job-embedded 
professional 
learning that 
is directly 
related to their 
instructional 
growth goals.

Online professional learning courses and resources that are relevant to my 
instructional growth goals are available to me.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Teacher-led professional learning that is relevant to my instructional growth goals is 
available to me.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Instructional coaching relevant to my instructional growth goals is available to me. 1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders collect data about how effective professional learning is in 
improving teacher practices.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I can describe how the available professional learning supports achievement of my 
instructional growth goals.

1 2 3 4 5 N

2.6 Teachers 
have 
opportunities 
to observe and 
discuss effective 
teaching.

I have opportunities to engage in instructional rounds. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I have opportunities to view and discuss video examples of effective teaching. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I have regular times to meet with other teachers to discuss effective instructional 
practices (for example, lesson study).

1 2 3 4 5 N

I have opportunities to observe and discuss effective teaching via technology (for 
example, virtual coaching or online discussions).

1 2 3 4 5 N

We regularly discuss instructional practices at staff and department meetings. 1 2 3 4 5 N

We regularly view and discuss video examples of effective teaching at staff and 
department meetings.

1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders have information available about teachers’ participation in 
opportunities to observe and discuss effective teaching.

1 2 3 4 5 N

School leaders have information available about teachers’ participation in virtual 
discussions on effective teaching.

1 2 3 4 5 N

page 2 of 2
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THE SYSTEM IS COMPREHENSIVE AND SPECIFIC

Table 2.2: The Art and Science of Teaching Framework

I. Lesson Segments Involving Routine Events

A. What will I do to establish and communicate learning goals, track student progress, and celebrate 
success?
 

 

 

B. What will I do to establish and maintain classroom rules and procedures?
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II. Lesson Segments Addressing Content

C. What will I do to help students effectively interact with new knowledge?
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D. What will I do to help students practice and deepen their understanding of new knowledge?
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E. What will I do to help students generate and test hypotheses about new knowledge?
 

 

 

III. Lesson Segments Enacted on the Spot

F. What will I do to engage students?
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Presenting unusual or intriguing information

G. What will I do to recognise and acknowledge adherence or lack of adherence to rules and procedures?
 

 

 

H. What will I do to establish and maintain effective relationships with students?
 

 

 

I. What will I do to communicate high expectations for all students?
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Reproducible 3.2: Level 3 Long-Form Leading 
Indicator Survey for School Leaders

3.1 The school 
curriculum and 
accompanying 
assessments 
adhere to state 
and nationally 
agreed 
standards.

Our school’s intended curriculum has been analysed to ensure that it correlates with 

standards).

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s curriculum adequately addresses important 21st century skills (for 

understanding).

1 2 3 4 5 N

analysed to ensure that it correlates with the intended curriculum.
1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s assessments have been analysed to ensure that they accurately measure 
the intended and taught curricula.

1 2 3 4 5 N

School teams meet regularly to analyse the relationship between our school’s intended 1 2 3 4 5 N

year levels that they teach.
1 2 3 4 5 N

3.2 The school 
curriculum 
is focused 
enough that 
it can be 
adequately 
addressed 
in the time 
available to 
teachers.

content taught in our school has been examined.
1 2 3 4 5 N

School teams meet regularly to discuss and revise (as necessary) documents that 

pacing guides and curriculum maps).

1 2 3 4 5 N

1 2 3 4 5 N
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3.3 All students 
have the 
opportunity 
to learn 
the critical 
content of the 
curriculum.

essential elements of the curriculum.
1 2 3 4 5 N

Parents at our school are aware of their child’s current access to the essential elements 
of the curriculum.

1 2 3 4 5 N

All students at our school have access to extension courses. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I ensure that teachers have completed appropriate content training in their subject 
area courses.

1 2 3 4 5 N

part of instruction.
1 2 3 4 5 N

3.4 Clear and 
measurable 
goals are 
established 
and focused on 
critical needs 
regarding 
improving 
overall student 
achievement 
at the school 
level.

Our school has set goals regarding the percentage of students who will score above 
the National Minimum Standard for their year level on NAPLAN assessments.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has set goals to eliminate the achievement gap for all students. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has set goals to eliminate differences in achievement for students at various 
socioeconomic levels.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has set goals to eliminate differences in achievement for students of various 
ethnicities.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has set goals to eliminate differences in achievement for EAL/D learners. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has set goals to eliminate differences in achievement for students with 
disability.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s goals for student achievement are posted where teachers see them 
regularly.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s goals for student achievement are discussed regularly at staff meetings. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I can explain how our school’s goals eliminate differences in achievement for students 
at various socioeconomic levels.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I can explain how our school’s goals eliminate differences in achievement for students 
of various ethnicities.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I can explain how our school’s goals eliminate differences in achievement for EAL/D 
learners.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I can explain how our school’s goals eliminate differences in achievement for students 
with disability.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Various departments and staff members are responsible for specifi c improvement 
goals.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s goals address our school’s most critical and severe defi ciencies. 1 2 3 4 5 N
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3.5 Data are 
analysed, 
interpreted 
and used 
to regularly 
monitor 
progress 
toward school 
achievement 
goals.

Overall student achievement is analysed regularly at our school. 1 2 3 4 5 N

perspective.
1 2 3 4 5 N

1 2 3 4 5 N

available to them.
1 2 3 4 5 N

Student data reports (including graphs and charts) are updated regularly to track 
growth in student achievement.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s leadership team regularly analyses student growth data. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Data briefi ngs are conducted regularly at staff meetings. 1 2 3 4 5 N

3.6 Appropriate 
school- and 
classroom-
level programs 
and practices 
are in place to 
help students 
meet individual 
achievement 
goals when 
data indicate 
interventions 
are needed.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has tutorial programs in place. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school schedule is designed to allow students to receive academic help while in 
school.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Students’ completion of programs designed to improve their academic achievement 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has response to intervention measures and programs in place. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has enrichment programs in place. 1 2 3 4 5 N
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Reproducible 3.1: Level 3 Long-Form Leading 
Indicator Survey for Teachers and Staff

1: Strongly disagree 2: Disagree 3: Neither disagree nor agree

4: Agree 5: Strongly agree N: N/A or don’t know

3.1 The school 
curriculum and 
accompanying 
assessments 
adhere to state 
and nationally 
agreed 
standards.

Our school’s intended curriculum has been analysed to ensure that it correlates 
with state and nationally agreed standards (for example, Australian Curriculum 
achievement standards).

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s curriculum adequately addresses important 21st century skills (for 
example, Australian Curriculum general capabilities such as critical and creative 
thinking, personal and social capability, ethical understanding and intercultural 
understanding).

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s taught curriculum (that is, what is taught in classrooms) has been 
analysed to ensure that it correlates with the intended curriculum.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s assessments have been analysed to ensure that they accurately 
measure the intended and taught curricula.

1 2 3 4 5 N

School teams meet regularly to analyse the relationship between our school’s 
intended curriculum, our school’s taught curriculum and our school’s assessments.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I can describe the essential content and standards for the subject areas and year 
levels that I teach.

1 2 3 4 5 N

3.2 The school 
curriculum 
is focused 
enough that 
it can be 
adequately 
addressed 
in the time 
available to 
teachers.

The essential elements of the content taught in our school have been identified. 1 2 3 4 5 N

The amount of time needed to adequately address the essential elements of the 
content taught in our school has been examined.

1 2 3 4 5 N

School teams meet regularly to discuss and revise (as necessary) documents that 
articulate essential content and the time needed to teach that content (for example, 
pacing guides and curriculum maps).

1 2 3 4 5 N

Essential vocabulary has been identified for Tiers 1, 2 and 3. 1 2 3 4 5 N

3.3 All students 
have the 
opportunity 
to learn 
the critical 
content of the 
curriculum.

Tracking systems at our school are used to examine each student’s access to the 
essential elements of the curriculum.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Parents at our school are aware of their child’s current access to the essential 
elements of the curriculum.

1 2 3 4 5 N

All students at our school have access to extension courses. 1 2 3 4 5 N

The extent to which all students have access to necessary courses has been analysed. 1 2 3 4 5 N

I have completed appropriate content training in my subject-area courses. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Direct vocabulary instruction for Tier 1 terms is provided to those students who 
need it.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Direct vocabulary instruction for Tier 2 terms is provided to all students as a regular 
part of instruction.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Direct vocabulary instruction for Tier 3 terms is provided in all subject area classes. 1 2 3 4 5 N

page 1 of 3
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3.4 Clear and 
measurable 
goals are 
established 
and focused on 
critical needs 
regarding 
improving 
overall student 
achievement 
at the school 
level.

Our school has set goals regarding the percentage of students who will score above 
the National Minimum Standard for their year level on NAPLAN assessments.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has set goals to eliminate the achievement gap for all students. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has set goals to eliminate differences in achievement for students at 
various socioeconomic levels.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has set goals to eliminate differences in achievement for students of 
various ethnicities.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has set goals to eliminate differences in achievement for EAL/D learners. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has set goals to eliminate differences in achievement for students with 
disability.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s goals for student achievement are posted where teachers see them 
regularly.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s goals for student achievement are discussed regularly at staff 
meetings.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I can explain how our school’s goals eliminate differences in achievement for 
students at various socioeconomic levels.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I can explain how our school’s goals eliminate differences in achievement for 
students of various ethnicities.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I can explain how our school’s goals eliminate differences in achievement for EAL/D 
learners.

1 2 3 4 5 N

I can explain how our school’s goals eliminate differences in achievement for 
students with disability.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Various departments and staff members are responsible for specific improvement 
goals.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s goals address our school’s most critical and severe deficiencies. 1 2 3 4 5 N

3.5 Data are 
analysed, 
interpreted 
and used 
to regularly 
monitor 
progress 
toward school 
achievement 
goals.

Overall student achievement is analysed regularly at our school. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Student achievement data are regularly examined from a value-added results 
perspective.

1 2 3 4 5 N

We regularly report and use results from multiple types of assessments (for 
example, benchmark assessments and common assessments).

1 2 3 4 5 N

I can describe the different types of student data reports available to me. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Student data reports (including graphs and charts) are updated regularly to track 
growth in student achievement.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school’s leadership team regularly analyses student growth data. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Data briefings are conducted regularly at staff meetings. 1 2 3 4 5 N
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R E P R O D U C I B L E  R E S O U R C E

3.6 Appropriate 
school- and 
classroom-
level programs 
and practices 
are in place to 
help students 
meet individual 
achievement 
goals when 
data indicate 
interventions 
are needed.

Our school has after-school programs in place. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has tutorial programs in place. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school schedule is designed to allow students to receive academic help while 
in school.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Students’ completion of programs designed to improve their academic achievement 
(such as gifted education, extension courses and STEM workshops) is monitored.

1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has response to intervention measures and programs in place. 1 2 3 4 5 N

Our school has enrichment programs in place. 1 2 3 4 5 N

page 3 of 3
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Building Academic Vocabulary
Implement a comprehensive vocabulary program. Build a system that ensures students can engage complex 
texts, content-area concepts and academic discussions. Learn a process for creating a list of essential 
academic terms and phrases within content areas to use in direct instruction. Integrate engaging and 
motivational techniques such as games, technology and graphic organisers. 

Session 2
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Questioning Sequences in the 
Classroom 
Effective questioning is one of the most important instructional tools teachers use. During the standard 
era, educators developed a bias toward higher order questions. Yet recent research encourages the use of 
questioning sequences to better enhance student engagement and achievement. The four-phase questioning 
sequence helps students make claims and build sound arguments and evidence to support their points. 
Coordinate sequences to elicit students’ prior knowledge and prompt the discovery of new information. This 
session is for all year levels and content areas. 
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DR JANELLE WILLS
RESOURCES
Dr Janelle Wills, PhD, is the director of Marzano Institute Australia. She is the lead training associate for 
High Reliability Schools, The Art and Science of Teaching and other Marzano Research topics. She works 
extensively with schools, regions and systems throughout Australia. With over 30 years of teaching and 
leadership experience, Dr Wills maintains a strong commitment to continued learning that enables her to 
remain both informed and innovative in her approach. 

A Handbook for High Reliability Schools
Robert J. Marzano, Phil Warrick, Julia Simms • 
9781760012779
Usher in the new era of school reform with A 
Handbook for High Reliability Schools. In this 
invaluable manual for whole-school improvement, 
Dr Robert J. Marzano and his co-authors help you 
to transform your school into an organisation that 

takes proactive steps to prevent failure and ensure student success. 
Using a research-based fi ve-level hierarchy along with leading and 
lagging indicators, you’ll learn to assess, monitor and confi rm the 
effectiveness of your school. This revised Australian edition of A 
Handbook for High Reliability Schools has been adapted by Dr 
Janelle Wills, director of the Marzano Institute Australia, to align 
with Australian educational policies and practices. 
MRL2779 • $29.95

A School Leaders Guide to
Standards-Based Grading
Tammy Heflebower, Jan Hoegh, Phil Warrick • 9781760012861
A School Leader’s Guide to Standards-Based 
Grading, by Tammy Heflebower, Jan K. Hoegh and 
Phil Warrick, with Mitzi Hoback, Margaret McInteer 
and Bev Clemens, offers a reliable framework for 
analysing student learning and providing students 

and stakeholders with effective feedback on student progress. This 
guide not only articulates signifi cant research supporting standards-
based grading as an accurate, precise and effective way to report 
academic strengths and weaknesses but also shares applicable 
anecdotes from educators implementing its components. 
MRL2861 • $27.95

Vocabulary for the Common Core
Robert J. Marzano, Julia Simms • 9781760011222
The Common Core State Standards (CCSS) 
present unique demands on students to learn 
vocabulary and teachers to teach it. Authors 
Robert J. Marzano and Julia A. Simms address 
the need for CCSS-aligned vocabulary instruction 
in their three-part resource Vocabulary for the 

Common Core. They guide teachers and teams toward the creation 
of a successful vocabulary program while highlighting both general 
academic and domain-specifi c terms from the mathematics and 
English language arts standards. Marzano and Simms show P–12 
educators how to achieve success for all students. Vocabulary for 
the Common Core is the ideal resource for teachers who wish to 
connect with curriculum standards on a deeper level.   
MRL1222 • $39.95

Transformative Collaboration:
Five Commitments for Leading a 
Professional Learning Community
Michelle Jones, Colin Sloper, Tonia Flanagan, Janelle Wills, 
Alma Harris, Kylie Lipscombe, Gavin Grift • 9781760017477
Describes how teachers can help students develop 
stronger learning skills by ensuring that instruction 

moves from modelling and guided practice to collaborative learning 
and, fi nally, to independent tasks. You’ll fi nd out how to use the four 
components of this approach (Focus Lessons, Guided Instruction, 
Collaborative Learning and Independent Tasks) to help meet 
critical challenges, including differentiating instruction and making 
effective use of class time. 
HB7477 • $39.95

Profi ciency Scales for English and 
Mathematics Instruction
Robert J. Marzano, David Yanoski, Jan Hoegh, Julia 
Simms • 9781760012878
From The Art & Science of Teaching to High 
Reliability Schools, profi ciency scales are a 
core feature of leading educational researcher 
Dr Robert J. Marzano’s acclaimed school 

improvement frameworks. Whether you are actively engaged in 
implementing a Marzano Institute initiative in your school or simply 
need guidance when it comes to measuring student learning, 
Profi ciency Scales for English and Mathematics Instruction can 
help. Designed to supplement your existing practice, it contains 
over 110 profi ciency scales that will bring new rigour and focus to 
your teaching and assessment practice. 
MRL2878 • $38.95

Collaborative Teams That Transform 
Schools: The Next Step in PLCs
Laurel Hecker, Janelle Wills, Jan Hoegh, Phil Warrick, 
Robert Marzano, Tammy Heflebower, Gavin Grift
• 9781760017484
Collaborative Teams That Transform Schools: 
The Next Step in PLCs is groundbreaking. It 

offers teachers and school leaders a practical, comprehensive 
model for building successful professional learning communities 
(PLCs), drawing from the extensive research and experience of 
its authors to present a clear and compelling look at the future of 
PLCs. Beginning with essential theory, the authors then detail the 
practical steps that collaborative teams can take to transform 
their schools.
MRL7484 • $35.95
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Questioning Sequences in the Classroom: 
The Classroom Strategies Series
Robert J. Marzano, Julia Simms • 9781760012496
Questioning Sequences in the Classroom 
responds to the debate surrounding the 
effectiveness of higher-order and lower-order 
questioning. This thorough guide encourages 
teachers to ask targeted, specifi c questions to 

help students successfully meet learning goals. Using a four-phase 
questioning sequence, Robert J. Marzano and Julia A. Simms 
illustrate how to use questioning to reinforce what students 
learn, spark their curiosity and ultimately increase achievement, 
while providing teachers with valuable assessment data. Part of 
“The Classroom Strategies” series, it follows the series format, 
summarising key research and translating it into recommendations 
for classroom practice. 
MRL2496 • $29.95

Essentials for Achieving Rigour Series: 
Creating & Using Learning Goals & 
Profi ciency Scales: How Teachers Make 
Better Instructional Decisions
Libby H. Garst, Carla Moore, Robert Marzano • 9781760015626
This book explores explicit techniques for 
mastering this strategy of instructional practice. 

It includes: explicit steps for implementation; recommendations 
for monitoring students’ ability to understand learning goals; 
adaptations for students with any special considerations; examples 
and non-examples from classroom practice; and common mistakes 
and ways to avoid these.
LSM5626 • $25.95

The Highly Engaged Classroom:
The Classroom Strategies Series
Debra Pickering, Robert Marzano • 9781742397634
Student engagement is a central aspect of effective 
teaching. This text offers an in depth understanding 
of how to generate high levels of student attention 
and engagement to maximize learning potential. 
Part of ‘The Classroom Strategies Series’, The 

Highly Engaged Classroom includes real classroom examples and 
strategies for achieving high engagement based on comprehensive 
research. Strategies range from capturing attention by connecting 
lessons to students’ interests, to incorporating physical movement 
to lift energy or to further understanding. 
MRL7634 • $35.95

The Art & Science of Teaching:
A Comprehensive Framework for Effective 
Instruction
Robert Marzano • 9781741705102
In The Art and Science of Teaching: A 
Comprehensive Framework for Effective 
Instruction, author Robert J. Marzano presents a 

model for ensuring quality teaching that balances the necessity of 
research-based data with the equally vital need to understand the 
strengths and weaknesses of individual students. Filled with charts, 
rubrics and organisers, this methodical, user-friendly guide will help 
teachers examine and develop their knowledge and skills, so they 
can achieve that dynamic fusion of art and science that results in 
exceptional teaching and outstanding student achievement.
107001 • $23.95

ASCD Arias Publication: Self-Regulated 
Learning for Academic Success
Carrie Germeroth, Crystal Day-Hess • 9781760011697
Self-regulated learning can be taught in every 
content area and at every year level. Self-
Regulated Learning for Academic Success: How 
Do I Help Students Manage Their Thoughts, 
Behaviors, and Emotions? presents instructional 

strategies and specifi c ideas you can implement in your classroom 
today to put all your students on the path to positive, empowered 
learning and greater academic success. 
SF114041 • $15.00

Vocabulary Games for the Classroom
Lindsay Carleton, Robert Marzano • 9781742396217
Get your students excited about vocabulary 
learning with these thirteen fun games designed 
for students at all levels. Puzzle stories, category 
creators, word harvests and much more make 
learning easy and fun. The step by step approach 

clearly explains the design, set up, materials and directions for each 
game, and an extensive appendix is fi lled with vocabulary terms 
that are considered critical based on educational research by the 
Marzano Institute. This Revised Australian edition offers sample 
questions, suggestions and examples to help you teach each game.
MRL6217 • $40.00

Building Background Knowledge for 
Academic Achievement
Robert Marzano • 9781741016888
In Building Background Knowledge for Academic 
Achievement, Robert Marzano shows how 
a carefully-structured combination of two 
approaches -  sustained silent reading and 

instruction in subject-specifi c vocabulary terms - can help 
overcome the defi ciencies in background knowledge that hamper 
the achievement of many children. 
104017 • $29.95

Coaching Classroom Instruction
Robert J. Marzano, Julia Simms • 9781743306741
This book includes 280 research-based classroom 
strategies, organised under 41 elements of 
effective teaching, to help coaches move teachers 
through the fi ve levels of Marzano’s teacher 
progress scale. Contains additional resources 
for the text, including reproducible copies of the 

comprehension questions from the guide, 41 web-only resources 
taken from Marzano’s website that supplement the lessons found 
in the text, and a list of additional resources for reflective practice. 
MRL6741 • $39.95
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